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[57] ABSTRACT 

Device for generating time signals to be supplied to 
indicator units which digitally indicate the time in 
terms of hour and minute. The device has an hour 
shaft rotated intermittently at intervals of 60 minutes 
so that it rotates one complete revolution during 24 
hours, and a minute shaft rotated by one revolution 
per 60 minutes. An hour contact mounting plate hav 
ing a plurality of contacts mounted on both sides 
thereof and a minute contact mounting plate having a 
plurality of contacts mounted on both sides thereof 
are secured to the hour shaft and the minute shaft, re 
spectively. A pair of printed hour pattern mounting 
plates and a pair of printed minute pattern mounting 
plates are located on either side of the hour and min 
ute contact mounting plates. respectively. Annular 
segmental conducting portions on the pattern mount 
ing plates cooperate with the respective contacts of 
the contact mounting plates so that a potential contin~ 
uously applied to one conducting portion is intermit 
tently applied to lead-out conductors connected to the 
remaining conducting portions through said contacts‘ 
The patterns on the pattern mounting plates are such 
that the resulting signals on the lead-out conductors 
are in a code suitable for application to the indicator 
units, 

7 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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DEVICE FOR GENERATING TIME SIGNALS 
This application is a continuation~in~part of our co 

pending application Ser. No. 271,705, ?led July 14, 
1972, and now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a device for generat 
ing binary code signals to be supplied to indicator units 
which digitally indicate the time in terms of hour and 
minute. 
We have disclosed a device of the type described in 

US. Pat. No. 3,756,016. The device disclosed in this 
patent is provided with a plurality of cams adapted to 
be rotated a revolution per 24 hours and per 60 min 
utes and the corresponding number of switches each 
cooperating with the respective cam, the condition of 
the combination of contacting and non-contacting 
states of the switches as actuated by the respective 
cams being utilized as binary code signals supplied to 
the binary circuit so as to indicate digitally the time in 
terms of hour and minute. Since the device incorpo 
rates a plurality of cams and switches, the device re 
quires a relatively large space making it difficult to con 
struct the device compact while the manufacture of the 
device is made dif?cult. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention aims at the improvement of 
the device described above. 
The object of the present invention is to provide a 

novel and useful device of the type described above 
which is compact and simple in construction and easily 
manufactured. 
The above object is achieved in accordance with the 

present invention by the provision of a device for gen 
erating binary code signals in a binary circuit for indi 
cating the time in terms of hour and minute, character 
ized by a plurality of annular patterns having projecting 
portions which are formed on printed pattern mounting 
plates and a corresponding number of contacts 
mounted on contact mounting plates and each cooper 
ating with the respective patterns so as to obtain the 
combination of contacting and non-contacting states 
utilized as the binary code signals, either of the printed 
pattern mounting plates or the contact mounting plates 
being rotated a revolution per 24 hours and 60 minutes 
so that the time is indicated digitally in terms of hour 
and minute by means of the indicator units supplied 
with the binary code signals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a schematic side view showing an embodi 
ment of the device for generating signals constructed in 
accordance with the present invention; 
FIGSv 2 to 5 are fragmentary views showing the con 

figuration of various patterns on the printed pattern 
mounting plates of FIG. 1, FIG. 2 being shown as seen 
from line II—II, FIG. 3 shown as seen from line III-III, 
FIG. 4 shown as seen from line lV-—IV, and FIG. 5 
shown as seen from line V—V. respectively; 
FIGS. 6 and 7 are fragmentary views showing the ar 

rangement of the contacts mounted on the contact 
mounting plates of FIG. 1, FIG. 6 being shown as seen 
from line VI-VI, and FIG. 7 shown as seen from line 
VII—VII, respectively; 
FIG. 8 is a diagram showing binary code for indicat 

ing the numeral in the ?gure of tens of hour, the nu 
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2 
meral in the figure of ones of hour, and numeral in the 
?gure of tens of minute, and the numeral in the ?gure 
of ones of minute, respectively; 
FIG. 9 is a diagram showing the combination of con 

tacting and non-contacting states of the contacts for in 
dicating the time; and 

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the prior art indicator 
units as connected to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, its inter 
connection with the prior indicator units will be shown 
in brief with reference to FIG. 10. FIG. 10 shows four 
standard seven seqment indicators, 101-104. Each seg 
ment, 0, b, c, d, 2.1", g (shown for unit 104 but of course 
identical in all other units), furnishes a visual output 
when a voltage is applied to the corresponding input 
line. The indication of each digit from O to 9 is achieved 
by applying voltages to all segments together constitut 
ing the desired digit. For example, the digit “3" would 
be formed by applying voltage to input lines a, b, c, d, 
g. The signals on lines a-g are thus signals in an “n out 
of seven" code. 

Since an n out of seven code is often inconvenient to 
the user, commercial indicator units are available 
which have a decoder associated with each seven seg 
ment indicator to convert a readily available code such 
as a binary‘coded decimal code, into an n out of seven 
code. Such decoders are numbered 101A to 104A in 
FIG. 10. The complete indicator units, comprising indi 
cators such as indicator 101 with an associated decoder 
101A, are commercially available as integrated circuit 
units 5082-7,000, manufactured by Hewlett Packard. 
Alternatively. indicators and decoders can be pur 
chased as separate units, indicators numbered 
5082-7731 being compatible with decoders 9370. 
Switch SW, of FIG. 10 represents a latch in the com 

mercially available units which may be energized to 
short-circuit an indicator brie?y to avoid ?icker during 
transitions from one number to the next. Neither the 
above-described indicator units nor this latch consti» 
tute a part of the present invention and are here de~ 
scribed only to provide the background for facilitating 
the understanding of the latterv 
Also shown in FIG. 10 is a bank of switches 105, in 

terconnected between a +5 volt source and the inputs 
to the decoders in such a manner that the determined 
potential of 5 volts is applied to a corresponding input 
upon closing of a switch. Unit 105 may thus be consid 
ered apparatus for furnishing the code signals for the 
known indicator units. The present invention is such 
apparatus. In particular, in a preferred embodiment of 
the invention, the code signals are in binary-coded dec 
irnal form as will be discussed in detail with reference 
to FIG. 8. 

Referring to FIG. 8, the binary codes of the present 
invention are so set that the numerals 0, l, 2 in the fig 
ure of tens of hour in the case of a 24 hour indicating 
device are indicated by the binary codes 00, 01 and 10, 
respectively, and the numerals 0, I, 2, - - - 9 in the fig 
ure of ones of hour are indicated by the binary codes 
0000, 0001, 0010,0011, 0100,0110, - - - 1001. respec 

tively. In like manner, the numerals 0, l, 2, ~ » - 5 in the 
figure of tens of minute are indicated by the binary 
codes 000, 001, 010, - - - 101, respectively, and the nu 
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merals 0, l, 2, - - - 9 in the ?gure of ones of minute are 

indicated by the binary codes 0000, 0001, 0010, 001 l. 
- » < 1001, respectively. The code “0” is given by the 
non-contacting state of the Contact mounted on the 
contact mounting plate with the annular pattern 
formed on the printed pattern mounting plate while the 
code “ l " is given by the contacting state of the contact 
with the pattern as described hereinafter. 
Referring now to FIGv l, a motor 1 is connected to 

a minute shaft 2 so as to rotate the same by one revolu~ 
tion per 60 minutes. An intermittent driving mecha 
nism 3 is connected to the minute shaft 2 so as to be 
driven thereby, and the intermittent driving mechanism 
3 is connected to an hour shaft 4 so that the same is in 
termittently rotated by a given angle each time the min 
ute shaft 2 rotates one revolution so as to be driven by 
one revolution per 24 hours. 
A suitable intermittent driving mechanism is to be 

found in U.S. Pat. No. 3,456,123 (Pihl), FIGS. 2 and 
3 and the corresponding description in columns 2-3. 
Speci?cally, activator 22 of Pihl is mounted on minute 
shaft 2 of FIG. I. The hour shaft of the present inven 
tion then corresponds to shaft 26 of rotor A, where 
notches 40 of rotor A are spaced to cause rotor A to 
complete l/24 of a revolution per revolution of actua— 
tor 22. 
Again referring to FIG. 1, an hour contact mounting 

plate 5 is secured to the hour shaft 4 and three contacts 
6a, 6b and 6(- for determining the numeral in the ?gure 
of tens of hour are mounted on one side 5a of the plate 
5 and electrically connected to each other while ?ve 
contacts 7a, 7b - - - 7e for determining the numeral in 

the ?gure of ones of hour are mounted on the other 
side 5b of the plate 5 and electrically connected to each 
other. 
A minute contact mounting plate 8 is secured to the 

minute shaft 2 and four contacts 9a, 9b - - - 9d for de» 

termining the numeral in the ?gure of tens of minute 
are mounted on one side 8a of the plate 8 and electri 
cally connected to each other while ?ve contacts 10a, 
10b - - - l0e for determining the numeral in the ?gure 
of ones of minute are mounted on the other side 8b of 
the plate 8 and electrically connected to each other. 
The electrical connection of the contacts to each other 
may be achieved by using printed short-circuiting pat 
tern 11 formed on the contact mounting plate as shown 
in FIG. 7, for example. 
A ?rst stationary printed hour pattern mounting plate 

12 is supported on the stationary structure of the de 
vice represented only by the housing of the motor I, 
and coaxial with the hour contact mounting plate 5 so 
as to face against the side 5a of the plate 5 so that the 
contacts 6a. 6b. 6c slidably contact with the side of the 
plate 12. 
Before the patterns on the minute and hour pattern 

mounting plates are discussed in detail, reference 
should be made to FIGS. 6 and 7. An example of the 
actual arrangement of the contacts with respect to the 
respective patterns is shown in FIGS. 6, 7 in which the 
contacts 70, - - - 7e of the hour contact mounting plate 

5 are shown cooperating with the patterns 17, 18, - - - 

21 of the hour pattern mounting plate 16. 
Lead wires 33, 34, - - - 37 are connected to the pat 

terns 17, 18, - - - 21, respectively. The lead wire 33 
leading to the pattern 17 constitutes means for applying 
a determined potential to the primary conducting por 
tion, the primary conductiong portion covering 360° 
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4 
being annulus 17. Lead-out conductors 34-37 are con 
nected to patterns 18-21 respectively. Since contacts 
7a-7e are all at the same potential (see FIG. 7) and 
contact 7a is always directly in electrical contact with 
annulus 17, all contacts carry a 5 volt potential. This 5 
volt potential is transferred to a lead-out conductor 
whenever one of contacts 7b-7e makes electrical 
contact with a projection (annular segmental conduct 
ing portion) of its associated annulus. Separate switch 
ing circuits 33-34, 33-35, 33-36 and 33-37 using 
contacts 70-72 as activators (see unit 105, FIG. 10) are 
thus created. In order to prevent the mutual interfer 
ence with the other switching circuits, diodes 38, 39, - 
- - 41 are provided in the respective switching circuits 

33-34, 33-35, - - - 33-37 in the forward direction. 
The hour and minute patterns will now be discussed 

in detail. Referring first to FIG. 2, three annular printed 
hour patterns 13, 14, 15 for cooperating with the 
contacts 6a, 6b, 66, respectively, are formed on the side 
of the plate l2 facing to the plate 5. The pattern 13 is 
in the annular form contacting at all times with the 
contact 6a, while the pattern 14 has a projecting por 
tion 140 so that the contact 6b is brought to contacting 
state only when the projecting portion 140 contacts 
with the Contact 6b during the rotation of the plate 5 
corresponding to the code “1” in the ?rst row of the 
?gure of tens of hour in FIG. 8, while, when the contact 
6b is in non-contacting state with the pattern 14, the 
code “0” is given in the first row. The projecting por 
tion 14a has an angular range of 60° beginning at 300° 
and ending at 360° as measured in the anticlockwise di 
rection from the top 0° in FIG. 2. 

In like manner, the pattern 15 has a projecting por 
tion 150 in the range of l50°-300° so as to bring the co 
operating contact 6(' in contacting state corresponding 
to the code “ l " in the second row in the ?gure of tens 
of hour in FIG. 8. When the contact 60 is in non 
contacting state in the remaining range of angle of rota 
tion of the plate 5, i.e., the range of 300°—150°, the 
code “0" is given in the second row. 
The binary code “00" determines the numeral “0" in 

the ?gure of tens of hour and the binary code “01 " de 
termines the numeral “1", while the binary code “ 10" 
determines the numeral “2" in the ?gure of tens of 
hour. 
A second stationary printed hour pattern mounting 

plate 16 is stationarily supported coaxially with the 
hour contact mounting plate 5 so as to face against the 
side 5b of the plate 5 so that the contacts 70, 7b, - - - 
7e slidingly contact with the plate 16. 
As shown in FIG. 3, ?ve printed annular hour pat 

terns l7, l8, - - - 21 cooperating with the contacts 70, 
7b, - - - 7e, respectively, formed on the side of the plate 
16 facing to the plate 5. The pattern 17 is in the annular 
form contacting at all times with the contact 70. The 
pattern 18 has two projections 18a, 18b so that the 
contact 7b is brought to contacting state to give the 
code “ l " in the ?rst row corresponding to the numerals 
"8" and “9" in the ?gure of ones of hour when the pro 
jecting portions 18a, 18b contact with the contact 7b, 
while, when the contact 7b is in the non-contacting 
state, the code “0" in the ?rst row is given correspond 
ingly to the numerals “0", “I”, - - - “7" in the ?gure 
of ones of hour. 
To this end, the projecting portions 18a, 18b are lo 

cated in the range of l20°-l50° and the range of 
270°-300°. 
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In like manner, the pattern 19 has two projecting por 
tions 190, 19b so that the code “1" is given in the sec 
ond row correspondingly to the numerals “4" to “7“ in 
the figure of ones of hour when the projecting portions 
19a, 18b contact with the contact 70, while, when the 
contact 71‘ is in non-contacting state, the code “0” is 
given in the second row correspondingly to the numer 
als “0" to “3", “8” and “9" in the ?gure of ones of 
hour. To this end, the projecting portions 190, 1% are 
located in the range of 60°-l20° and the range of 
210°—270°. 

In like manner, the pattern 20 has ?ve projecting por 
tions 20a, 20b, - - - 20e in the ranges of 30°-60°, 

90°-120°, 180°-210°, 240°-270°, and 330°-360°, so 
that, when the contact 7d contacts with the projecting 
portions 20a, 20b, - - - 20e, the code “ l " is given in the 

third row correspondingly to the numerals “2", “3", 
“6", “7" in the ?gure of ones of hour, while, when the 
contact 7d is in non-contacting state, the code “O“ is 
given in the third row correspondingly to the numerals 
"0", “1", “4", “5", “8", “9” in the ?gure of ones of 
hour. 
The pattern 21 has twelve projecting portions 21a, 

21b, - - - 211 in the range of 15° and spaced by the angle 
of 15° from each other beginning at the projecting por 
tion 210 located in the range of l5°-30°. Thus, when 
the contact 7e is in the contacting state with the pro 
jecting portions 210, 21b, - - - 21!, the code “ l " is given 
in the fourth row correspondingly to the numerals “1", 
“3", “5", “7" and “9" in the figure of ones of hour, 
while, when the contact 7e is in non-contacting state, 
the code "0" is given in the fourth row correspondingly 
to the numerals “0”, “2”, “4", “6" and “8" in the ?g 
ure of ones of hour. 
A first stationary printed minute pattern mounting 

plate 22 is stationarily supported coaxially with the 
minute contact mounting plate 8 so that the contacts 
90, 9b - - - 9d of the plate 8 slidably contact with the 
side of the plate 22. Four annular printed patterns 23, 
24, - - - 26 are formed on the side of the plate 22 facing 

against the plate 8 so that the contacts 90. 9b - - - 9d 
contact with the patterns 23, 24 - - - 26, respectively. 
The pattern 23 is so shaped that it contacts with the 
contact 9a at all times. The pattern 24 has a projecting 
portion 24a in the range of 240°-360° as shown in FIG. 
4 so that, when the projecting portion 24 contacts with 
the contact 9b to bring it in contacting state, the code 
“ l‘" is given in the ?rst row of the ?gure of tens of min 
ute in FIG. 8 correspondingly to the numerals “4", “5" 
in the ?gure of tens of minute, while, when the contact 
9b is in non-contacting state, the code “0" is given in 
the ?rst row correspondingly to the numerals “0” to 
“3" in the ?gure of tens of minute. 
The pattern 25 has a projecting portion 250 in the 

range of 120°-240°, so that, when the contact 9c 
contacts with the projecting portion 250 to bring it in 
contacting state, the code “1" is given in the second 
row of the ?gure of tens of minute in FIG. 8 corre 
spondingly to the numerals "2”, “3" in the ?gure of 
tens of minute, while, when the contact 9c is in non 
contacting state, the code “0" is given in the second 
row correspondingly to the numerals “0", “l”, “4”, 
“5" in the ?gure of tens of minute. 
The pattern 26 has three projecting portions 260, 26b 

and 26c each having the angular range of 60° and 
spaced by the angle of 60° from each other with the 
projecting portion 260 located in the range of 60°—l 20° 
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6 
as shown in FIG. 4. Thus, when the contact 9d is in con 
tacting state, the code “ l " is given in the third row of 
the ?gure of tens of minute correspondingly to the nu 
merals “1", “3", “5" in the ?gure of tens of minute. 

In like manner, a second stationary printed minute 
pattern mounting plate 27 is stationarily supported co 
axially with the minute contact mounting plate 8 so that 
the contacts 10a, 10b - - - slidably contact with the 

plate 27. As shown in H6. 5, ?ve annular patterns 28, 
29, - - - 32 are formed on the side of the plate 27 so as 

to contact with the contacts 100, 10b, - - - 102, respec 

tively. The pattern 28 contacts with the contact 100 at 
all times. The pattern 29 has six projecting portions 
29a, 29b, - - - 29] each having the angular range of 12° 
and angularly spaced by the angle of 48° from each 
other with the projecting portion 290 positioned in the 
range of 48°—60°. Thus, when the contact 10b is in con 
tacting state with the projecting portions 290, 2%, - - 
- 29f, the code “ l " is given in the ?rst row of the ?gure 
of ones of minute corresponding to the numerals “8", 
“9" in the ?gure of ones of minute as shown in FIG, 8, 
while, when the contact 10b is in non-contacting state, 
the code “0" is given in the ?rst row correspondingly 
to the numerals “0“ to 
The pattern 30 has six projecting portions 300, 3012 

- - - 30feach having the angular range of 24° and angu 
larly spaced by the angle of 36° from each other with 
the projecting portion 300 located in the range of 
24°-48° as shown in FIG. 5. Thus, when the contact 10( 
is in contacting state, the code “ l " is given in the sec 
ond row of ?gure of ones of minute correspondingly to 
the numerals “4", “5“, “6", “7", while, when the 
contact 10c is in non-contacting state, the code “0" is 
given in the second row correspondingly to the numer 
als “0” to “3", “8“, “9". 

In like manner, the pattern 31 has projecting portions 
310-1, 310-2, 3lb-l, 3lb-2, - - - 3lf-l, 3lf-2 located in 

336°-348°, respectively. Thus, when the contact 10d 
contacts with the projecting portions 310-1, 310-2, - - 
- 3 lf-l, 31f-2, the code "1 " is given in the third row of 
the ?gure of ones of minute correspondingly to the nu 
merals “2", “3", “6“, “7" in the ?gure of ones of min 
ute, while, when the contact 10d is in non-contacting 
state, the code “0" is given in the third row correspond 
ingly to the numerals “0", “1", “4", “5”, 
The pattern 32 has projecting portions 320-1, 320-2, 

32a-3, 320-4, 3242-5, 32b-l, 32b-2, - - - 32b-5, - - - 32f-l, 

32f-2, - - - 32f-5 each having the angular range of 6° 
and spaced by the angle of 6° from each other with the 
projecting portion 320-1 located in the angular range 
of 6°—l2° as shown in H0. 5. Thus, when the contact 
102 is in contacting state with the projecting portions 
of the pattern 32, the code “1" is given in the fourth 
row of the ?gure of ones of minute correspondingly to 
the numerals “1", "3", “5", “7", “9" in the ?gure of 
ones of minute, while, when the contact We is in non 
contacting state, the code "0“ is given in the fourth row 
correspondingly to the numerals “0", “2", “4" , "6“, 
“8" in the ?gure of ones of minute. 
Since the plate 5 is rotated by the hour shaft 4 in the 

direction indicated by the arrow intermittently every 
60 minutes so as to rotate by one revolution per 24 
hours, the numeral in the ?gure of ones of hour is 
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changed every 00 minutes so as to correctly indicate 
the time in terms of hour. 

In like manner, the numeral in the ?gure of tens of 
hour is changed every [0 hours so as to correctly indi 
cate the time in terms of tens of hour by means of the 
switching circuits formed by the contacts 6a, 6b and 6c‘. 
Since the minute shaft 2 is rotated a revolution per 

60 minutes, the time is correctly indicated in terms of 
minute by means of the switching circuits formed by 
the contacts 90, 9b, ~ - » 9d and the contacts 100, I01). 
- - A 10c. 

FIG. 1 shows the condition of the device in which all 
the contacts are in non-contacting conditions so that all 
the switching circuits are kept in opened states. Thus, 
as shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, the binary codes generate 
the pulses indicating 00 hour (o'clock) 00 minutes. 
The minute shaft 2 is rotated by 6° with the lapse of 

one minute so that the contacts 90, 9b, - - - 9d and the 

contacts 10a, 10b, - - - 101? are rotated by 6°. Therefore, 

the contact We is brought to contacting state with the 
projecting portion 32u-l, while the remaining contacts 
are kept in non-contacting states so that the time pulse 
is generated so as to indicate ()0 hour 01 minute. In like 
manner, the indication of the time is changed in every 
1 minute. 
For example. the time ()5 hours 21 minutes is indi 

cated when the combination of the contacting and non 
contacting states of the contacts are achieved in which 
the contacts 612, 61', 7b, 7d, 9b, 9d, 10b, 10c, 10d are in 
non-contacting states with the respective cooperating 
patterns while the contact 70 contacts with the project 
ing portion 190 of the pattern l9, the contact 7e con 
tacting with the projecting portion Zle of the pattern 
2i, the contact 9c contacting with the projecting por 
tion 25a of the pattern 25, the contact IOe contacting 
with projecting portion 32c-l of the pattern 32. 

In like manner. the time l5 hours 46 minutes is indi 
cated by the non-contacting states of the contacts 6b, 
7b, 7d, 9c, 9d, 10b, l0e and the contacting states of the 
contacts 6c, 7c, 70, 9b, 10c‘. 10d with the projecting 
portions 15a, 19b, Zlb, 240, 30c, 3le~2, respectively. 
The time 23 hours 59 minutes is indicated by the 

non-contacting states of the contacts 66, 7b, 70, 9c, 10c, 
10d and the contacting states of the contacts 6b, 7d, 7e, 
9b, 9d, 10b, ltle with the projecting portions 14a, 20c, 
21]. 2401, 26c, 29f, 32f-5, respectively. 
The above described device is constructed for indi 

cating 24 hours, But. if the indication of 12 hours is de 
sired, the pattern I5 is dispensed with, because the nu 
meral in the ?gure of tens of hour is either “0'” or “ l “ 
not including “2“, and the patterns formed on the 
printed hour pattern mounting plate 16 are angularly 
magnified so that the range of 180° is extended to 360°, 
while the hour shaft 4 is rotated one revolution per l2 
hours. 

In the above described embodiment, the indication of 
00 hour 00 minute is given. However, if the indication 
of 24 hours 00 minute or 12 hours 00 minute is desired 
in place of the above 00 hour 00 minute, the con?gura 
tion of the patterns determining the numerals in the ?g 
ure of tens of hour and in the ?gure of ones of hour may 
be modi?ed slightly. 
Although the contacts on the same side of the respec 

tive contact mounting plates are shown as being ar 
ranged in a straight line, any of the contacts may be lo 
cated in angularly shifted position insofar as the coop 
erating pattern is angularly shifted by the same angle. 
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In the above embodiment. a single hour contact 

mounting plate mounting the contacts on both sides 
thereof and a single minute contact mounting plate 
mounting the contacts on both sides thereof are used 
while a pair of printed hour pattern mounting plates 
and a pair of printed minute pattern mounting plates 
are provided so as to cooperate with the hour and min 
ute contact mounting plates, respectively. However, a 
pair of hour contact mounting plates each mounting 
the contacts on one side thereof and a pair of minute 
contact mounting plates each mounting the contacts on 
one side thereof may be provided. 

In this case, the pair of printed hour pattern mount 
ing plates and the pair of printed minute pattern 
mounting plates may be replaced by a single hour pat 
tern mounting plate mounting the patterns on both 
sides thereof and interposed between the pair of hour 
contact mounting plates for cooperating with the 
contacts thereof and a single minute pattern mounting 
plate mounting the patterns on both sides thereof and 
interposed between the pair of minute contact mount 
ing plates for cooperating with the contacts thereof, re 
spectively. 

Further, the printed hour and minute pattern mount 
ing plates may be rotated together with the hour and 
minute shafts, respectively. while the hour and minute 
contact mounting plates are kept stationary. 

In this case, the patterns on the respective sides of the 
hour and minute pattern mounting plates are short 
circuited while lead wires are connected to the respec 
tive cooperating contacts. 
The above described embodiment of the present in 

vention makes it possible to construct the device in a 
compact size and simple in construction at a low cost 
without requiring any complicated adjustments. 
What is claimed is: 
I. In a clock furnishing a digital indication of time 

and having at least 1 minute and 1 hour indicator units, 
each having a plurality of inputs, each for furnishing a 
visual output signal signifying a corresponding digit 
upon application of a code signal corresponding to said 
digit to said plurality of inputs; apparatus for furnishing 
said code signal, comprising, in combination, a minute 
shaft; means for rotating said minute shaft a predeter 
mined number of revolutions per hour; an hour shaft; 
means for rotating said hour shaft a predetermined 
angle per every hour; at least one minute contact plate 
and one hour contact plate, each having a plurality of 
conducting contact portions separated from each other 
by predetermined distances in the radial direction; at 
least 1 minute pattern mounting plate associated with 
said minute contact plate; at least 1 hour pattern 
mounting plate associated with said hour contact plate, 
each of said pattern mounting plates having annular 
segmental conducting portions spaced from each other 
in a radial direction at distances corresponding to said 
predetermined distances separating the corresponding 
ones of said contacts, said annular segmental conduct 
ing portions including a primary portion covering 360°, 
each contact plate and an associated pattern mounting 
plate being mounted in operative proximity for relative 
rotation, said hour contact plate and the associated 
hour pattern mounting plate constituting a pair of asso 
ciated hour plates, said minute contact plate and the 
associated minute pattern mounting plate constituting 
a pair of associated minute plates, one of said hour 
plates and one of said minute plates being mounted on 
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said hour shaft and on said minute shaft respectively, 
each of said pairs consisting of an active plate and of 
a control plate; means for applying a predetermined 
potential to a selected one of said conducting portions 
of said active hour plate and of said minute plate, said 
selected conducting portion being said primary portion 
when said active plate is said pattern mounting plate; 
a plurality of minute and hour lead-out conductors, 
connected to each of the remaining conducting por 
tions of said active minute and hour plates respectively; 
conducting means for forming substantially zero resis 
tance connections among all of said conducting por 
tions of each of said control plates, whereby rotation of 
said hour shaft and said minute shaft causes, respec— 
tively, each of said hour and minute lead-out conduc 
tors to be alternately connected to and disconnected 
from said predetermined potential, in accordance with 
the pattern, respectively, of said hour and minute pat 
tern mounting plates, the signals on said hour and min 
ute lead-out conductors constituting, respectively, said 
code signals for energizing said hour and minute indica 
tor units. 

2. Apparatus as set forth in claim I, wherein said con 
trol plates are the rotating ones of said plates and said 
active plates are stationary. 

3. Apparatus as set forth in claim 2, wherein said ac 
tive plates are said minute and hour pattern mounting 
plates and wherein said control plates are said minute 
and hour contact plates. 

4. Apparatus as set forth in claim 3, wherein said plu 
rality of indicator units comprises a ?rst and second in 
dicator unit for indicating, respectively, tens and ones 
of hours, and a third and fourth indicator unit for indi 
cating, respectively, tens and ones of minutes; wherein 
said minute and hour contact plates each have a ?rst 
and second side; wherein said contacts comprise a ?rst 
and second plurality of minute and hour contacts re 
spectively, mounted on each of said ?rst and second 
sides of said minute and hour contact plates respec~ 
tively; wherein said at least one minute pattern mount 
ing plate comprises a ?rst and second minute pattern 
mounting plate mounted, respectively, opposite said 
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?rst and second side of said minute contact plate, each 
of said minute pattern mounting plates having said an 
nular segmental conducting portions on the side facing 
said minute contact plate; wherein said at least one 
hour pattern mounting plate comprises a ?rst and sec 
ond hour pattern mounting plate mounted, respec 
tively, opposite said first and second side of said hour 
contact plate, said ?rst and second hour pattern mount 
ing plates having said annular segmental conducting 
portions on the sides facing said hour contact plate; and 
wherein said plurality of lead-out conductors comprises 
a ?rst plurality of lead-out conductors connected to 
said ?rst hour pattern mounting plate for furnishing 
said code signals for said ?rst indicator unit, a second 
plurality of lead~out conductors connected to said sec 
ond hour pattern mounting plate for furnishing said 
code signals to said second indicator unit, a third plu 
rality of lead~out conductors connected to said first 
minute pattern mounting plate for furnishing said code 
signals for said third indicator unit, and a fourth plural 
ity of lead-out conductors connected to said second 
minute pattern mounting plate for furnishing said code 
signals for said fourth indicator unit. 

5. Apparatus as set forth in claim 4, wherein said 
contact plates and said pattern mounting plates cooper 
ate in such a manner that said ?rst, second, third and 
fourth plurality of lead-out conductors each carry sig‘ 
nals coded in a binary coded decimal code. 

6. Apparatus as set forth in claim 5, wherein each of 
said indicator units comprises a seven segment indica 
tor adapted to receive code signals in an n out of seven 
code and a code converter for receiving said binary 
coded decimal signals and converting same to said n 
out of seven code. 

7. Apparatus as setforth in claim 1, wherein said digi 
tal indication is from gero to 24 hours; wherein said 
means for rotating said minute shaft comprise means 
for rotating said minute shaft one revolution per hour; 
and wherein said means for rotating said hour shaft 
comprise means for rotating said hour shaft an angle of 
15° once every hour. 

* a: :r a: * 


